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Iteration #3:  added
heart rate sensor

 Moisture acidity 
sensor
More durable 
Different sleeve
Improve app 
Downsize Prototype
input MQTT cloud
database
Blue LED for Heart 
Rate

Future Iterations

 

Therm-Alert received great feedback and reviews 
from our users and target audience
All components worked smoothly
Testing conducted proves our readings accuracy 
It is also affordable with $20 being our retail 
price
Therm-Alert successfully alerts user of a heat- 
stroke and seeing early signs. 
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Iteration #2: newly added 

LEDs & buzzers

Conclusion:
Therm-Alert has successfully completed all its 
objectives in alerting the user when a heat-stroke is 
about to happen, allowing the user to take control of 
health without an expensive hospital bill, and being 
easy to move with and durable, future Iterations 
have also been given (See Future iterations). Therm- 
Alert is just the solution Farm and Construction 
workers need.

Problem Statement

Results:

 Something affordable: under $30
Recongizable alerting system 
Easy to read display
portable 
 light weight
user friendly

User Requirements
Our target audience is Field and 
construction workers 
They work in intolerable heat 
conditions despite being low-income
Inadequate heat conditions leads to a 
risk of heat-stroke.

Visual Data/Statistics

Portable and easy to move around with 
while working.
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Alerts user when heat stroke is about to 
happen
Easily displays the user's temperature
Affordable help for low-icome users

Iteration #1: temperature 
sensor with LCD screen

Primary Objective

Secondary Objective

Heat stroke detection syestematic device
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Iteration #4: Switched to 
ESP8266

LCD SCREEN

Heart Rate Sensor

LEDsTemperature Sensor
Buzzer

ESP8266

We surveyed 13 people who work in farm and 
Construction, this is their respones to our 

questions.

4 in every 13 people in Construction and Farming 
has experienced heat stroke based off this survey.

Out of the people we surveyed, a vast majority
would like a product to help combat heat stroke,

this graphic showing many of them think ours
would be of use to them. 

Therm-Alert
App

Design Process

Testing Process and Data

After much brainstoming and planning, we've come 
up with a testing process and tested our product by 
having someone run with our product on their arm. 
When each of the different LEDs and the buzzer 
went off, we stopped them, took their temperature 
with an acutal thermometer and took their pulse. 
Then we calculated our product's accuracy with the 
person's real pulse and temperature we'd taken.

Calculations for heart 
rate/pulse

Calculations for 
temperature

Do you think Therm-Alert would help you?

Have you ever suffered a heat-stroke?


